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This presentation describes a Global Corona Virus Mutation Control Program, that to be submitted 
to Hyperledger Community for forwarding to United Nations. Though the strategies of this program 
are on development, because of the urgent necessity to start implementing this, periodic updates 
are on submission for Guidence and modifications, with the expectations to get forwarded to UN for 
their consensus, and to start implementing. 

In this program, a Unique Medical Record Strategy of Healthnet System is incorporated to create 
Provisional Medical Record Id for Infected patients, at Hyperledger. That is merged with subsequent 
Unique Medical Record Id, along with provisions to create links with other un-ordered Medical 
records. 

Thus, Hyperledger establishes consensus for Secured transaction of Specific data of Infected Patients 
from Distributed Healthcare Centers of the Globe, to the Global Authorities for Decision Supports to 
deliver Action Plans for implementations, and the responds feedback by Healthcare at these 
Healthcare Centers, that reflects in Medical Records provides iterative and incremental support to 
update Action Plans. 
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The problems identified in Corona virus Mutations are: 
High incidence of Mutations, Antigenic Drift in Corona Virus Mutations, and the incidence of 
Antigenic Shifts. 
In that the mutagenesis is induced by High energy radiation. 
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The solution expected from this program is to establish a Realtime Feedback control for WHO and 
UNU, from the Data of the Medical Records of Corona Virus Infected Patients at Healthcare Centers, 
to avail a Eradication Strategic support by Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment. 

Thus this program has Objectives and Expectations, such as to provide a Sustainable and Agile 
control of Corona Virus mutations Globally by automated and secured data transactions in 
Hyperledger, specific to Data on Demographic & Geographic distribution of Infected Cases and the 
change of nature of the disease, to assign priority of care focus and research objectives. 

The data from Rapid sequencing of COVID-19 virus genomes, cross verified by Bio-molecular 
Resonance Spectral Analysis and Clinical Data correlations, helps to develop and adapt new 
treatment measures. 

Apart from this, this program is expected to promote Regulated and Adaptive Social motivations to 
the community for practiting self-responsibilities on this objective.  

This program also connects and harmonizes all distributed tasks of Global community on this 
objective. 
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As per the strategy assigned in this program; UNU, UNTIL, WIPO, WHO, IAEA, and UNEP of United 
Nations are expected to have a major role in this control program. 

A joint task by United Nations University and United Nations Technology Innovation Labs receives 
specific data of the Medical Records of Infected patients, from the Regional Native Cloud Servers 
that are proposed to get distributed at every village, town, City, District, County etc; depends on the 



number of Hospitals each server handles, and independent of the boarders in between the regions 
for the domain the adjacent servers overlaps. 

The processed data by UNU and UNTIL may be utilized by the Research Organizations who are 
working on Bio-molecules, under the protocol between UNTIL and the Research Organizations. The 
Results from these Research Organizations are verified by UNTIL to get deposited at World 
Intellectual Property Organization. 

Specific data from the Medical Records of Infected patients are secured from Regional Native Cloud 
Servers to UNU, through Secured cloud to get verified and to pass on to World Health organization 
for formatting and updating Action Plans to Governments and Healthcare centre, and this feedback 
loop iterates. 

Parallelly, High-energy Radiation and Radiative materials regulatory protocols are to be assigned by 
the United Nations itself by the documentary evidence from WIPO. These protocols are further 
refined by the data from Cosmic-Ray Extremely Distributed Observatory, and to be passed to 
International Atomic Energy Agency, United Nations Environment Programme and all Governments, 
for getting adapted. UNEP may collect data of Naturally occurring radioactive materials and 
Technologically enhanced naturally occurring radioactive materials distributed on the Surface of the 
Earth. These data are expected to enhance the protocol specifically up to every small region to adapt 
measures to control Mutations up to minimal area of focus. 

 


